Pearl #300, Part 4 - The Resurrection Plan of Mankind

Heresy or Truth? (6-21-2021- summer solstice)
The Creator YHWH appointed on the Endtime a scientist-inventor Jonah-II
to announce many prophecies of the Apocalypse for 14 years on a free web.
They are rejected by relatives, denominations and atheistic universities.
Why not ask some questions and find the answers in the Torah-Bible?
Examining authentic Truth will hopefully match a new doctrine? There are
hundreds of denominations advertised in the yellow pages of old telephone
books, thus it is difficult to find reality in a Laodicean church. (Rev. 3:14)
Therefore, if serious about the Endtime, why not search with an open mind
all the prophecies described in any Bible. Hence let’s investigate the many
true facts of why Evil accelerated and crystalized to the highest level related
to this atheistic civilization being foretold to perish. Most of mankind will
die in God’s Wrath like Sodom & Gomorrah linked to a judged ancient
civilization only Noah’s family was saved at (2288 BC). But global this time
many mortals and children not evil will be picked up from space. (Rev. 21:10)
My best advice for all, avoid being educated in Satan’s fake science and lies.
When absolute Evil has been reached again, it will start God’s Wrath, as
summarized in various Babushka egg concept books and many Pearls. Just
look around on the leftover web, it no longer shows true science videos.
Much of human culture, like music, free speech and true knowledge, has
vanished on YouTube. Only fairy tales and Mickey Mouse remain. Most
fake science videos are missing too, like fictional 9/11, CERN with its 32
subatomic particles, deceptive fake moonwalks or phony Hubble telescope
linked to satellites hanging on balloons over a (global) flat earth? Even Bible
Truth is forbidden from a Public Square. Why would the superrich Elite
destroy every Western Christian Culture? Thus, when the Creator YHWH
is angry again because we ignore His divine Word, watch for His Wrath.
Thousands of videos were removed to keep the general public ignorant, but
think: Why was free energy not allowed for a hundred years? Electricity is
now powered by jet engines produced by Siemens, without fuel only “air”
or hydrogen gas split from ocean water. (Pearl #240) Why violated nature
like corrupted FED-IMF bankers printing money supporting cloned food.
Thus GMO seeds will no longer germinate, but worse they modified
various genes of domestic animals & ocean life reducing intelligence and
lose reproduction data, which will cause the extinction of many species.
Pastors of Christian churches trusting in religious dogmas are no different;
hence they became very wealthy being bribed by tax advantages. They
ignored Truth and allowed 60 million babies to be killed in abortion mills in
America that sold their genetic material to highest bidder. Being rebellious
to the Creator, they preach their own interpretation contrary to the TorahBible. Perhaps they could also perish in God’s Wrath because you cannot
serve two masters: it’s either God or mammon. (Matt. 6:24) Many teach
obsolete doctrines of misunderstood Prophecies and postulate that the
Apocalypse is seven (7) years long maybe is 40 days? Also not taught is
Divine Law which has an option of Probation for Eternal Life. Perhaps a
Corona virus will reduce the population spike and start the birth pangs?
(Pearl #126) To search for the purpose of life, please check the whole Plan
for Mankind linked to Babushka Egg Concept Books. (Isa. 46:9-13)
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Questions or Divine Purpose (3-28-2021)
This is the last “warning” Pearl of Jonah-II before the Wrath OF YHWH.
When my own children or recent pastors are not interested in scriptures will
lead to the final intensive birth pangs of a new divine Civilization. To find
the date or answers, I stick my finger at random in my Bible. It works for me:
Acts Chapter 21. The story tells that the Apostle Paul returned to Jerusalem
as a seasoned Pharisee lawyer educated at the feet of the famous Gamaliel.
But Yeshua appeared to him to become the founder of the Christian Faith
and start the seven churches in Asia Minor. I wonder viewing the end of his
life journey why he reverted back to a religious hotbed of obsoleted tradition
as the Temple was destroyed (70 AD) by YHWH. It is similar to my relative
maybe the whole world will they trust the Creator or His spoken Word of
the Torah-Bible? Maybe will follow a culture path and choose an inborn
reason even when true knowledge facts are revealed insisting on deception.
In the Apostle Paul’s case he was warned many times. Perhaps it is difficult
to listen to the Spirit, as God wants the best for us all. Looking once more at
what happed to Paul trying to prevent his murder by forty (40) committed
men? To escape death, he should have listened to the warning of God rather
than depend on his privileged Roman citizenship. Perhaps it shortened his
life journey ending shipwrecked and a prisoner for two years in Rome. He
was innocent in open custody, but ultimately was beheaded by the
government as no one paid a bribe, which could have been prevented by
influential Jewish people and the many of his Christian friends. Nonetheless
his faith became victoriously when he was appointed to Sainthood in the
traveling Golden space City destined for a Jod dimension. (Rev. 21:9-14)
The foundations (v. 14) have embossed the names of each New Testament
Apostles chosen from the twelve (12) disciples of Yeshua but needed to
exchange Judas Iscariot who hanged himself with the last Apostle, Paul.
On top are twelve (12) gates of crystal jewels assigned with the founder
names of Israel to represent the Old Testament Saints, totaled at twenty-four
(24) Elders with golden crowns around the White Throne. (Rev. 4:1-4) The
Apostle Paul’s last advice revealed his right choice of Life in believing what
the Creator YHWH-Yeshua revealed in his divine Word. (Acts 28:25-27)
25 They disagreed among themselves and began to leave after Paul had

made this final statement: The Holy Spirit spoke the truth to your
ancestors when he said through Isaiah the prophet:
26 “Go to this people and say, ‘You will be ever hearing but never
understanding; you will be ever seeing but never perceiving.
27 “’For this people’s heart has become calloused; they hardly hear with
their ears, and they have closed their eyes. Otherwise they might see with
their eyes, hear with their ears, understand with their hearts and turn, and I
would heal them.’” (Quoted from Isa. 6:10)

Many Christians are ignorant what the Torah-Bible teaches, thus they don’t
understand the Plan for Mankind as worldwide only fake science is taught.
The Creator YHWH will now finalize his divine prophecy at the Endtime
and warn everyone that they will perish if not repentant from hi-tech Evil
destroying His Daleth Earth. (Isa. 59) The next generation will ask, “Why
did YHWH use his Wrath again to kill all who violate his divine Laws?”
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Jonah-II discerned true science in the last years of God’s Word, thus check
his many Babushka Egg Concept Books & Pearls that reveal forbidden
facts on a vanishing Web. He discovered how the universe is fueled by
infinite energy as explained by a new Donut-atom theory linked to the
Time Dimension guiding nature (now ruined) ending in GMO Exposed!
Consequently in a nutshell, YHWH created Adam-Eve conceived with a
reproduction system for a planned Jod dimension. To extend eternal Life,
Mankind had to be inoculated with a big dose of evil on a two cycle system
illustrated in nature like caterpillar- cocoon death - butterfly in a temporary
Earth Daleth dimension. Thus the Creator YHWH-Yeshua (John 1:1-5) will
eliminate evil and many diseases, pain, tears in his next Kingdom because
humanity’s nature was designed Sinful causing death. (2 Thes. 2:11-12) Not
believing divine Bible Truth is judged by a divine Wrath like Sodom and
Gomorrah or worldwide via Noah. Thus a “Gift” of eternal Life is freely
given, established 2000 years ago for the asking by Yeshua Jesus the Christ
who died on a public Cross. That event also introduced “eternal Death” for
every fallen angel (demon) created to live forever as Lucifer and a third of
his loyal angels rebelled causing much chaos in the Jod universe. (Rev. 9:1)
The Creator YHWH planned history to expand humanity and gave many
mortals eternal Life on two Resurrection cycles. A Daleth-Time dimension
is linked to four (4) Covenants and (one) for the Jod dimension. Like two
Covenants were given to Adam & Noah, the 3rd was presented to Abraham,
which was finalized by Moses thru the 4th to start the Hebrew nation with
the 10 Commandments, adopted for future civilizations like a light shining
in darkness. But the 5th Covenant (Isa. 59:21) is very special and is meant for
the Sainthood to continue expanding creation. It will start with a divinely
ruled Civilization and ending in a forecast New Earth & Heaven.
Mankind is controlled by divine cosmic Laws to receive eternal Life, but
many are judged on Probation thus will live again in a Daleth Dimension.
Countless died not evil, like children, hence they will get a second chance in
Yeshua’s Kingdom to experience a perfect, righteous system designed for a
future New Jod Dimension. (Rev. 21:1) YHWH will welcome His Saints
appointed from the 6000-year pool of Mankind to reign with Yeshua-Jesus,
the King of Kings. Many are selected judges or priests and viewing their life
videos will repeat their culture for each century presented again on earth. It
is like a kibbutz township to indicate who is resurrected with Probation?
Consequently some in mortal Life will experience much pain of deceases,
maybe linked to Evil? Thus humans were urged to pray to find vital
answers, or “repent” to discover why it happened to me? Until each person
is finally judged to separate the righteous from the sinful with a teeter-totter
balance method, or perhaps receive Probation? The Bible recorded many
examples like a wise King Solomon who became corrupted at the end of
his life doomed for eternity, or a slave girl Esther, who saved the whole
nation of Israel. They all tell unique stories of how the Creator YHWH will
judge the motives of right or wrong choices during our mortal lives.
Thus I hope to pass the “Saint -Test” like Job to experience YHWH’s grace
and salvation to see His Golden City in the sky promised no more pain, no
deceases or evil to live in peace in a new home -Yeshua’s Kingdom.
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A Final Question (4-4-2021)
YHWH the Creator is for most people still a mystery, but His Torah-Bible
explains why he created Adam-Eve and why there is pain & disease
followed by death, and ultimate Evil. Many will ask questions when Life is
unbearable or hurting, like, “Is the infinite God also Love?” Why not read
Paul’s letter to the Romans after Acts, which has a lot of information about
the mysteries of the Plan for Humanity explained for those who are
searching for the meaning of Life. When facing pain, like a thorn plaguing
the Apostle Paul (2 Cor. 12:6) and not removed, how is anyone consoled
enough to overcome distress or unexplainable disasters confusing their faith?
And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who
love him, who have been called according to his purpose. (Rom. 8:28)

Fake science and atheistic governments have no answers - only the oldest
divine book is still available and preserved in hundreds of languages. Many
people encountering difficult Life situations should read the Torah-Bible.
1 Now I would remind you, brothers, of the gospel I preached to
2

you, which you received, in which you stand, and by which you
are being saved, if you hold fast to the word I preached to you unless you believed in vain… (1 Cor. 15:1-28)
It boils down to a main fact of Life stated in another epistle. (Col. 15:15)
The Son is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all
creation. For in him all things were created: things in heaven and
on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers
or authorities; all things have been created through him and for
him. He is before all things, and in him all things hold
together. 18And he is the head of the body, the church; he is the
beginning and the firstborn from among the dead, so that in
everything he might have the supremacy. For God was
pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, and through him to
reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or things in
heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on the cross.
15

16

17

19

20

Christians should share this great Truth when we hurt in life’s troubles and
have pain, facing death, because they are not destined for Wrath.
9 For

God did not appoint us to suffer wrath but to receive
salvation through our Lord Jesus Christ. 10 He died for us so
that, whether we are awake or asleep, we may live together with
him. 11 Therefore encourage one another and build each other
up, just as in fact you are doing. (1Thes. 5:9-11)

Back to the question, “Is God really Love?” Perhaps an old man Jonah-II
has some useful memories or observations, which could be helpful.
Walking across an abandoned cemetery viewing curiously old tombstones
in Mendocino California, I noticed many died at an age of 35yr. a hundred
years ago as we now live longer. (Pearl #126 The Population Curve According…)
Lately I viewed some videos of several children with cancer. Some are
completely paralyzed like Joni painting pictures with her mouth. A young
man was genetically screwed up without arms & legs, caused by our
current science, preaching and praising the Lord being a Christian. It gave
me a different perspective on why the Adam & Eve race is only temporary.
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Thus, read the Torah-Bible to reveal more unusual life situations of why is
sickness allowed plaguing mankind (Isa. 59:1-2) but the Creator YHWH
gave a solution - repent - and proclaim the Truth. (Dan. 6:1-28, 3:19-30)
(

35 Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or

hardship or persecution or famine or nakedness or danger or
sword? 36 As it is written: “For your sake we face death all day
long; we are considered as sheep to be slaughtered.” 37 No, in all
these things we are more than conquerors through him who
loved us.38 For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither
angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any
powers, 39 neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all
creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in
Christ Jesus our Lord. (Rom. 8:35-39)

The Creator YHWH loves his creation demonstrated in many miracles
conforming to cosmic Laws. The bottom line is that God looks not on the
outside (1Sam. 16:7), but at the heart, as shown by the Apostles outlining
Christianity in the four Gospels and stated in many epistles of the New
Testament. His infinite existence was made visible when Yeshua-Jesus, the
Messiah-Christ, adopted mortality and died on a public cross. It was
witnessed by Roman authorities, the Temple establishment and by the
common people. They all questioned why God would allow Lucifer and
evil people to torture him with so much pain ending in death. When we
study the greatest Love story ever told, we learn about the Plan for Mankind
to reap a great harvest (v. 9) for doing good. (Gal. 6:1-10) The Redeemed will
sing How Great Thou Art by Carl Boberg (1885), “When Christ shall come,
with shout of acclamation and take me home, what joy shall fill my heart? Then I
shall bow in humble adoration and then proclaim, my God, how great thou art!”
For God so loved the world that he gave his one and
only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not
perish but have eternal life. (John 3:16)

Amended Schedule of the Wrath of YHWH (3-1-2021)
Charles Dickens (1812–1870), was a popular, prolific author of Britain’s
Victorian Age, penned a poignant introduction that became a famous novel
- A Tale of Two Cities published in 1859. He wrote 150 years ago, yet his
description of that time certainly fits this modern age of the 20th Century.
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it
was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of light, it was the season
of darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair.”
Currently the year after Solstice 2021 was predicted by Jonah-II not a
theologian to be the “End” of Lucifer-Satan Evil domain (JC 6000yr.).
Nonetheless the Creator YHWH appointed a scientist-inventor to announce
a future foretold Apocalypse, which is similar to a birth with painful pangs;
therefore scripture prophecy is repeated many times in a divine WRATH.
For the last 20 years much knowledge was forbidden worldwide by the
FED-IMF banker cartel, thus original calendars do not exist. Why not
utilize a Hebrew Alphabet Number System embedded in the Torah-Bible?
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It could date the mystery Apocalypse by amending a falsified Hebrew
calendar, but I wondered if the seven (7) Hebrew holidays would lead or
trail a replicated solstice calendar (JC 6000+1000yr.) to match the oldest
book from a divine perspective for the benefit of Mankind?
Comparing Daniel’s prophecy designed for a Daleth (4) Earth dimension
with John’s in Revelation, I recently discovered that clocks in heaven run
20x faster than the different “Time” on earth linked to the Apocalypse,
which is only a very short 40 days (Rev. 8-16) and not seven (7) years long.
Thus, world judgment ends on the 7th Seal (Rev. 8:1), 7th Thunder (Rev. 10:4),
7th Trumpet (Rev. 11:15) and 7th Bowl (Rev. 16:17-21) as revealed in fifteen
(15) Babushka Egg Concept Books & numerous Pearls. Hence predicting
future evil events is explained from the perspective of the Hebrew Alphabet
Number System (HANS), as only the Torah-Bible can expose the evil
realty of this last civilization judged by righteous Laws. Thus Revelation is
ending Evil to prepare humanity in a Divine Culture applying Probation
permitted by Law during Yeshua’s Kingdom & Jod dimension.
Worldwide fake NEWS tells lies and deceptions that should be related to a
hundred Bible verses that mention everywhere in the Bible 40 Days
connected to the WRATH of YHWH. Perhaps one could postulate the
return day of Yeshua-Jesus to govern as King of Kings, Lord of Lords
dated after 2022 AD? (Matt. 24:3)
It could only fit a prophesied period when Lucifer-Satan is cast out from
heaven and his demons killed (Rev. 9:1) on a temporal Daleth-earth where
mortality exists. Accordingly will finalize the Plan for Mankind and start the
golden Age with limited Evil to heal nature of the earth again in a Sabbath
rest. Thus God’s Wrath is described by John in Revelation (Chapters 4 - 16)
will overlay in seven (7) months ordained by YHWH to seven (7) Hebrewholydays. It is followed after ½ hour of silence in heaven (Rev. 8:1-13) with
(3x) Woe, Woe, Woe to end in forty (40) Days of recent political global
events. Most Christian will sleep in church, or would know how late it is on
a World Cuckoo Clock. (Rev. 3:3) It will start the thousand years Kingdom
of Yeshua by terminating Lucifer-Satan domain mentioned in Matt. 4:8-10.
Recent global events projecting the Endtime
• (January 2021) History documented the inauguration of new President
Joe Biden in America linked to an allegedly gigantic voting fraud.
Please read John 16:13-32 to counter the controlled media’s fake NEWS.
• (February) Thus Europe and many Islamic nations were upset with the
current American Administration reversing many agreements made by
the past President D. Trump. Like Germany announced a new military
alliance, maybe preparing for the last war at Armageddon associated to
the Sixth Bowl. (Rev. 16:12) Worldwide many businesses cancelled
long-term contracts: Chinese coal with Australia because they bought
huge electric generators producing unlimited free energy from Siemens
in Germany. The United Arab Emirates withdrew many jumbo jets
from America outfitted with engines that work only on compressed air.
• (March) Oil pollution on Israel’s beaches caused by Iran was killing all
Life in the Mediterranean Sea - perhaps it is linked to the 2nd Bowl.
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(Rev. 16:3) Hence the world Oil price shot up from $40 to $70 per barrel.
The current new American administration financed the hostile Iranian
Government, which is now emboldened to destabilize much of the
Moslem world to control two groups of Shiites versus the Sunnis. The
Saudis are in trouble with a Houthi movement that has its roots in the
failure of a political transition for stability in Yemen. Russia and China
took the advantage by stepping into the political vacuum. (Ezek. 38:1-23)
• (April) The month has started with Easter the biggest religious Holiday
making money again, even after a Corona Virus infestation being
artificially renewed. But an atheistic World Order has forgotten the real
reason for Mankind and should look at Jerusalem where the Endtime
was prophesied. The current Israel Knesset is still divided with many
irreligious parties and is now experiencing the loss of American
protection with consequences that will lead soon in a divine war at
Armageddon. Evil will accelerate to the highest level destroying the
Earth ending Satan’s domain ruling Mankind finalized in Bowl #7 to
perish in YHWH’s Wrath like Noah’s Civilization. (Rev. 16:17-21)
• (May 2021) Reading Babushka Egg Concept Book #15 once more,
it describes Daniel’s seven (7) Abominations prophecy on (Page 88),
misunderstood by many pastors linked to stone Birds of Prey (Page 20)
decorating cathedrals. (Rev. 19:17-21, 1 Kings 14:11) Therefore Mankind’s
purpose is questioned please hurry, as the Web will be soon gone.
Looking towards Israel for the last events of the Endtime, I noticed that
Hamas terrorists launched a huge missile attack, which started from
Gaza with 1000 missiles getting larger to 6000, even from Lebanon.
It could be the beginning of Jacob’s Trouble described in Pearl #242
The Seven Mystery Thunders, specifically the 5th Thunder (Page 69).
Thus the anti-missile defense system of Israel is strained may be forced
to retaliate in a war they do not want. Prophecy has unavoidably started
to continue ending perhaps on a seventh (7) Hebrew holiday cycle as
corrected on a 7000yr. calendar. Those who don’t know prophecy will
believe the false NEWS or theologians taught fake science. (James 5:7-11)
Again, YHWH appointed a German inventor-scientist Jonah-II to chronicle
true knowledge facts for the past (14) years of the prophesied Apocalypse
discovered in the Torah-Bible. He wrote about the final Wrath of YHWH,
which is now projected to end with Three (3) Woes (Rev. 8:13) plus Seven
(7) Woes. (Matt. 23:13-39) However the Messiah Yeshua said “Watch”
because the foolish virgins didn’t know the day and hour. (Matt. 25:11)
Woe #1 would date an overlay of the Death of the Messiah Yeshua
remembered as the Lamb of God, at Easter or Pesach (4 April 2021).
Woe #2 describes the Two Witnesses from heaven, maybe Elijah & Enoch
(Rev. 11:1-14), foretold to announce that the Kingdom of Yeshua is coming
worldwide among other events, correcting many mistaken prophecies of
pastors and theologians. It could be linked to a 42nd month (Daleth year) to
commemorate the destruction of two Temples on 9 Av? (Isa. 66:1-3) That
could lead a solstice year of 7 Hebrew holidays to complete the festivals of
the 7000yr. Hebrew calendar possibly ending with the 120th Jubilee. The
prophesied new Civilization could be finalized after a Jewish New Year.
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Woe #3 is about two (2) mortal witnesses prophets from heaven, (Rev. 11:4),
where Time seems to be faster and maybe condensed to 63 days (1260 / 20)
of a Daleth Dimension from Rosh Hashanah 1 Tishri 5782 (7 Sept. 2021) to
11 November 2021. As predicted, they will display powerful divine signs
but are murdered by the Anti-Christ lying dead on the streets of Jerusalem
for 3½ days. Then a loud voice is heard, “Get Up!” Being resurrected will
rise into the clouds. Then watch the sky for a spaceship Golden City
globally picking up millions of people, not evil & saving Christians to
continue mortality for Yeshua’s divine Kingdom
Thus God’s Wrath is a short 40 days, described in Revelation 9-16 when
Lucifer loses the war in heaven and is cast to earth to be imprisoned as the
lone survivor, as his Angel demons are all executed. It will end Satan’s
dominion over humanity perhaps could be dated before Solstice of 2021?
YHWH recorded the Plan for Mankind which was attempted in Babushka
Concept Eggs with the Hebrew Alphabet Number System linked to a
cuckoo clock as other pastors will explain the same distinctive prophecy?
Amir Tsarfati: The Dead See (May-28-2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2WUR3w5Gdw

The Return of Yeshua can now be finally dated? (5-25-2021)
The Endtime lastly has arrived, exposed by Jonah-II who announced in true
science a totally free energy embedded in nature (electricity-Hydrogen).
True knowledge is still forbidden worldwide in every atheistic university by
evil FED-IMF bankers, who murdered many scientists by the wealthiest
Elite and shadow governments. Hence the Creator shrouded false science in
small stages to save the life of an appointed inventor who explained and
dated prophecy on recent fake calendars. Therefore Yeshua said, “Watch”
the many foretold events of the future final Apocalypse which misinterpreted
Truth in the Torah-Bible linked to His divine Wrath.
Since YouTube & NASA removed most of their fake and deceptive videos
exchanged for a bigger lie, which could be the sign to match the 6th Bowl.
Perhaps it is linked to (Pearl #899, p. 20) and Pearl #247, Why is a Temple Not
Required. Please check the prophesied events from 9thAv (18 July 2021) to
December. (Pearl #899, p. 14) Maybe America will lead much of the world
again after Martial Law is announced by a temporary President united with
the Pope for World Peace. (Rev. 19:19) It will fulfill prophecy by gathering
many nations at Armageddon, like the UN & Europe with Turkey &
Islamic states agitated by Iran rattling with an atomic bomb, to face Russia
& China. September could enrich your understanding of God’s divine
Word linked for Israel (1Tishri 5782), which is New Year’s when Israel
historically crowned their kings. Hence Daniel prophesied a Kingdom from
heaven (Dan. 2:34), which is recognized as the Golden City spaceship
traveling through a Jod dimension universe. (Rev. 21:9) While on Earth, it will
govern Mankind by the Ten Commandments (Exod. 20:3-17) as explained
by Yeshua who taught a difficult salvation for Mortals. The Hebrew
Alphabet Number System describes a camel in 100 = Kof ()ק, going
through the eye of a needle (Mark 10:24-27), which is now possible in true
science linked to a DNA-gene code stated in some Babushka eggs.
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Everything You Knew About the Bible Is Wrong! Dr. Gene Kim (21 July 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjnp8II5gJE

Yeshua promised 2000 years ago to return, but this time with cosmic power
and millions Angels to end a sinful depraved Mankind linked to Wrath.
Let’s do the math once more in regards to the Two Witnesses from heaven,
Elijah and Enoch. (Rev. 11:1-3) It could be a key to dating the Apocalypse.
Calculating their appearance could arrive for 63 days (1260 / 20) from
1Tishri 5782 to 11 November 2021 and then end on a Solstice (63+40)?
But counting backwards the other date would be linked to a Daleth
dimension of 42 months and match moon cycle weeks for the remaining
ten weeks: 70 days (10x7), which is different by 30 days to 11 October 2021.
Perhaps this aligns with Daniel’s 70th week? (Dan. 9:24) They expose the
strong delusion of the mystery of iniquity & lawlessness blinding the World
System, being linked to the Temple area in Jerusalem matching 9 Av (Tish’a
B’Av). They reveal the deep darkness of Evil & Satan (Isa. 60:2) and display
how it is removed for the new and lasting Kingdom. It will prove their
superior knowledge by predicting many political deceptions each nation has
planned for the last Armageddon war as it was done before. (2Kings 6:8-23)
Therefore look up in the sky; you should see on that day the most important
prophecy of Yeshua’s traveling Golden Spaceship City (similar to Noah’s
Ark) to pick up many people worldwide and all babies not evil, destined for
Probation to continue mortality for Mankind. It ends the two major Woes
linked to moon cycles of 7 Hebrew Feast and 5 Fast holydays, terminating
an atheistic generation in YHWH’s Wrath. Hence the Third Woe will end
the Lucifer-Satan domain forever. (Rev. 9:17-21 & 20) His Wrath will
conclude in 40 days being the last event of Lucifer-Satan’s domain, which
could match as the second part before or after Solstice 2021?
The Apocalypse birth pangs linked and finalized in Revelation 8 to 16, to
end in parallel with the 7th Seal, 7th Thunder, 7th Trumpet, and 7th Bowl. That
will inform pastors, theologians & Hebrew scholars being warned again, or
will perish in Wrath with the atheistic hi-tech Civilization. (2 Thes. 2:1-12)
After 40 days of Wrath every mortal saved by the divine Golden City will
return and leave the space vehicle to birth the Kingdom of Yeshua,
governed by the King of Kings. At the same time fulfil a major prophecy
(Rev. 19:1-21) of the two Resurrections and reward Eternal Life from
Adam’s time to the Saints destine to live in the Jod dimension, and people
on Probation for the Daleth dimension to usher in the last Kingdom on Earth.
The next foretold event is the remnant of Israel and the Saints rebuilding the
Temple, (Ezekiel 40) but much larger and like a pyramid dedicated as a
Footstool for the whole world to worship the Creator. After the 7th Bowl,
the old Jerusalem is totally destroyed and raised to a high mountain by the
greatest earthquake (Isa. 2:2-4) to start the new divine Teth Age.
Thus Yeshua’s return (Rev. 19:11) has two (2) calendar options matching
Hebrew holydays and could begin with Conception of the Heh Dimension
on Hanukkah 5782 (21 December 2021) - leading the winter solstice. The 2nd
choice is his Birthday, Rosh Hashanah 5783 (26 September 2022), trailing the
solstice in the Daleth dimension. Either divine option occurs on Hebrew
festivals (James 5:7-11) to launch Yeshua’s Kingdom after 5783-2022?
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(Maybe the italics in this page will better explain my last or future SAINT Bible references?)

Isaiah 60
Arise, shine; for your (7x brighter) light has come! (As the) glory of the Lord is risen upon you.
2 For behold, the darkness (fake science) shall cover the earth and deep darkness (like absolute Evil)
blinding the people; but the Lord will arise over you, and His Glory will be seen upon you.
3The Gentiles shall come to (check) your light (Truth) and kings to the brightness of your rising.
4“Lift up your eyes all around, and (now will) see: (Isa. 6:10). They all gather together, they come to
you; your sons shall come from afar, and your daughters shall be nursed at your side.
5Then you shall see and become radiant and your heart shall swell with joy; because the abundance
of the sea (nature) shall be turned to you, (collecting) the wealth of the Gentiles shall come to you.
6The multitude (transportation system) of (ancient) camels shall cover your land, the dromedaries of
Midian and Ephah; all those from Sheba shall come; they shall bring gold and incense, and they
shall (proclaim) the praises of the Lord. 7 All the (none GMO) flocks of Kedar shall be gathered
together to you, the rams of Nebaioth shall minister to you; they shall ascend with acceptance on my
altar (Third Ezekiel Temple), and I will glorify the house of my Glory.
8 “Who are these who fly (in) a cloud (airplanes), or doves to their roosts? 9 Surely the coastlands
shall wait for me; and the ships of (Europe) Tarshish will come first, to bring your sons from afar,
their silver and their gold with them, to the name of the Lord your God, and to the Holy One of
Israel, because He has glorified you”. 10 (Thus) “the sons of foreigners shall build up your walls
(economy of Israel) and their kings shall minister to you. For in my wrath I struck you, but in my
favor I have had mercy on you”.
11Therefore your gates (commercial system) shall be open continually; they shall not be shut day or
night that men may bring to you the wealth of the Gentiles, and their kings in procession.
12 For the nation and kingdom which will not serve you shall perish (in my Wrath) and those nations
shall be utterly ruined (that destroy in Evil the whole Earth?) 13“The glory of Lebanon shall come to
you, (of restored forest) the cypress, the pine, and the box tree together, to beautify the place of my
sanctuary; (to rebuild and) make the place of my glorious feet. 14Also the sons of (Gentiles) those who
afflicted you shall come bowing to you, and all those who despised you shall fall prostrate at the
soles of your feet; and they shall call you The City of (Jerusalem) - the Lord Zion of the Holy One
of Israel 15“Whereas you have been forsaken and hated (in all Ages) so that no one went
through (your land being desolated), I will make you an eternal excellence and a joy of many
generations (during the Yeshua’s Kingdom destined for the Jod dimension). 16You shall drink the
milk (payment) of the Gentiles and milk (profit) like the breast of kings. You shall know that I,
the Lord YHWH, am your Savior and your Redeemer, the Mighty One of Jacob – (Israel).
17“Instead of bronze I will bring gold, Instead of iron I will bring silver, Instead of wood, bronze, and
Instead of stones, iron. I will also make your officers (educated in) peace, and your magistrate’s
(linked to) righteousness (suitable for New Earth). 18Violence shall no longer be heard in your land,
neither wasting (energy resource in nature) nor the destruction (of cities) within your borders. But
you shall call your walls Salvation like (protection) gates (to) Praise God’s Glory of His People.
19“Thus the sun shall no longer be your light by day, Nor for brightness shall the moon give light to
you; But the Lord YHWH will be to you an everlasting light, (to worship) your God in (His) glory.
20Your sun (giving wealth) shall no longer go down, nor shall your moon (prosperity) withdraw
itself; For the Lord will be your everlasting “Light”, and the days of your mourning shall be ended.
21 Also your people shall all be righteous; they shall inherit the land forever, (like) the branch of my
planting, (which is) the work of my hands, that I may be glorified. 22A (future) little one shall become
a thousand, and a small one (will be) a strong nation. (Because) I, the Lord, will hasten it in its time.”
1

New King James Version, Copyright © 1982 Thomas Nelson. All rights reserved.
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Appendix
The Mystery of the Hebrew Language
(Babushka Egg Concept Book #1 [Page 200] - amended 4-15-2021)
The Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS)

The beginning of language on earth can be traced back to the Gospel of
John, which states:
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. (John 1:1)

When Adam and Eve lived in the Garden of Eden, God revealed to them
the basic structure of the original language. At that time they lacked the
needed experience how to think and function to deal with his earthly
environment. His mind was in some ways like that of a newborn baby.
The creative process of developing the human mind was not finalized in
the Garden. It will continue throughout the cycles of human habitation of
the earth. The finished product (a human being from God's perspective)
can only come to his full potential by being born on the other side of reality
when his earthly life was changed for eternity. Like an example, after
programming a computer must be shut down and restarted. Similarly,
people must die and then be resurrected to become a useful finished
product for God’s full pleasure and intent. Thus the Creator YHWH made
mankind as a means expose Evil which must be terminated on the Endtime.
However, because God does not want preprogrammed robots, hence He
gave us free will. But many human beings will reject eternal life adopting
evil. Since they do not choose to conform to His image will forfeit eternal
Life eventually be eliminated in a second final death. Only those made holy
and clean by the blood of Yeshua-Jesus Christ will remain to live forever.
The Symbolism of the Hebrew Language1
The written Hebrew language captures the original concept of God's
program. It is the only language that survived after the confusion of Babel
to retain some of its original design. The structure of the ancient Hebrew
language reflected the composition of the human brain. After all, God
designed both of them. The language (software) was purposeful and
compatible with the brain (hardware). In chapter 10 of my second
Babushka egg book, Mystery of Tammuz 17, I cite an article written by
scientists who demonstrated that the brain operates in two modes:
reading text and manipulating symbols, which is what math is all about.
Why should we be surprised that God gave us a structured language to
reflect how the brain operates?
Our brains can find solutions by processing either text (left hemisphere) or
mathematic symbols (right hemisphere). Some problems we solve are mostly
one sided in our brain while others are predominantly solved with the other side.
1

Hebrew Word Picture, by Dr. Danny Ben-Gigi
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Many Bible verses contain confirming messages buried within the text that
are revealed when overlaid or analyzed with what I call the Hebrew
Alphabet Number System. As stated elsewhere, each letter of the Hebrew
alphabet contains four Daleth dimension:
1. They are simply common letters that make up words.
2. Each letter also expresses a symbolic concept.
3. Each letter represents a mathematical value.
4. "Music notes are expressed in letters too without we cannot enjoy
Bach and Beethoven. A piano has a 7:5 ratio combined with (7)
white and (5) black keys similar to HANS in the Daleth domain
mirror imaged in a Heh dimension with a spectrum of 12 colors
around the Throne reported by John in Revelation. (Rev. 4:3)
In ancient Israel, after the destruction of the First Temple on 9 Av, the use
of the Hebrew language declined. During their exile in Babylon most Jews
learned to speak Aramaic and adapted a popular language like Hellenism
Greek which caused the spread of philosophy, science and commerce.
Although Greek and Aramaic letters also have numeric values, those
languages do not incorporate all of the above four linguistic dimensions
that were embodied in the original Hebrew text. Therefore, we must study
some details of the original Hebrew Alphabet Number System in order to
determine the dating of biblical prophecy.
The original Hebrew alphabet contained foundational knowledge from
God that mortal men could never discover and thus was revealed. It was
buried in concepts of creation, the source of the beginning of the universe
and in the first step toward diversity. Ancient Hebrew did not have
numerals, hence the Bible spells out numbers in words rather than using
the letters as numerals like the culture did in Latin and ancient Rome.
The first documented use of Hebrew letters as numerals occurs during the
Hellenistic period around 200 BC, which means that the discovery of the
letters’ numeric values occurred before the Hellenistic age.
I believe that discovery was made by Daniel and the other Jewish scholars
during the Babylonian captivity. This should not surprise us given Daniel’s
crucial role as God’s messenger of dated the Endtime prophecies. Daniel
probably discovered the numeric structure built into ancient Hebrew
during his in-depth study of the biblical Torah scrolls. Confirming the
existence of such concepts at that time, we find the concept of a
kingdom’s days being “numbered”. (Daniel 5:25)
The ancient Hebrew speakers organized things by assigning numbers for
priority levels. For instance, in our bodies the most important organ is the
brain; therefore, we might assign the number one (1) to it. For two (2), we
may choose the heart. The Hebrews used tables to show how they
prioritized things like metals, fruits, vegetables, planets and even our
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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weekly cycle: the first day, Sunday (the sun), is followed by Monday (the
moon). These concepts connect to the spiritual-physical side of man and
are interwoven into the fabric of human history. Similarly, the Hebrew
Alphabet Number System (HANS) combines numbers and symbols to
explain the universe, the earth and our existence. This system can be used
to understand important concepts and philosophies. Here are some
examples, but ignore Planets linked to NASA fake science:

Not A Secret Code
I do not claim that there is some secret code locked up in the text of the
Bible that goes contrary to the literal reading of the text. “Literal” does not
mean that I ignore analogies, figures of speech and/or other obvious
symbolism supported by appropriate biblical references. Numeric
meanings and confirming overlays or alignments is not the same
methodology as used by mystics. Any correlation of applying the Hebrew
Alphabet Number System to the Cabala, or some other mystical system of
religious meditation and/or union with the divine is strictly superficial and
lacks substance. Some concepts are shared, of course, because the same
ancient language is used and the correlation with numeric values is a fact
that can be analyzed properly or improperly. All must be judged against
the plain reading of the Scripture taken as a whole as well as by logical
context. Following is a list of the twenty-two Hebrew numbers with their
corresponding letters. The assigned meanings have come about from
human scholarship into how these different alphanumeric symbols have
been used in the Bible and other ancient Hebrew literature.
Due to the fact that the scholars must interpret the substance of where
and how the letters are used, you will find some variation in the assigned
significance attached to each letter depending on the reference sources
you research. I tried to capture the meanings of these numbers and letters,
as I understand them as an engineer and inventor. I am not a Jewish
scholar, and I do not speak Hebrew. I organized into table format a brief
conceptual presentation of what I learned in order to give you a glimpse
into the flexible complexity of the Hebrew Alphabet Number System.
(For more ideas still mixed with fake science, please check Pearl #113.)
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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This table can be applied to confirm difficult contextual Bible verses,
especially expressed that relate to the dating of a foretold Apocalypse.

Number 1 = Aleph ( ) א
The first letter of the Hebrew alphabet is Aleph. Aleph symbolizes the
beginning of everything in the universe. All had its origin within and from
God. Thus, it represents God the Creator, a profound mystery of unity and
harmony. Aleph has a numerical value of one (1). It is the first prime
number, which signifies a beginning.
Aleph is one of two consonants in the Hebrew language that cannot be
pronounced. It is always silent, indicating the qualities of being hidden,
incomprehensible, unexplainable and infinite.
In the Hebrew language, the word Aleph means "head of a bull" or the
head of royalty king. In (Exodus 32) when Moses came down from Mount
Sinai with the carved stone tables of the Ten Commandments, he saw that
the children of Israel have made an Egyptian idol of a golden calf.
They wanted to symbolize God with the bull’s head and to legitimize their
fraudulent religious expressions hence covered their statue with gold.
Humanity often borrows ideas from the Creator God in order to give our
enterprises an image of acceptability. Ezekiel saw four creatures before
the throne of God in a vision. One creature had a steer head, representing
the physical world coming from a world of light.
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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Number 2 = Beth ( ) ב
The letter Beth means "house." or “duality” with a mathematical value of
two (2). It symbolizes earth & nature interconnected with a Heh - Daleth
universe defined as a Jod dimension. Our earth is like the inside of a house
with many rooms and objects which contains civilizations, governments,
people and millions of life forms. These concepts will reflect realties that
are found in Heaven. Jesus tells us that many mansions will be prepared
for repentant believers that accept Him as King of King and Lord of Lord.
This indicates that Heaven will be a familiar place where we will feel at
home. Thus the world is like a house linked to people which has doors,
windows and a roof. However there are other creations outside our own.
The Torah-Bible is written in the Hebrew language which begins with a
foundation report in Genesis 1:1-31 with "B’ree(i)shit Barah Elohee(i)m," and
is translated in English as "In the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth." Notice the first word in the Bible starts with the letter Beth. It is
the outward expression of the "I AM" or the eternal Creator YHWH.
The Torah-Bible defined Creation by a number - letter (Beth) system
meaning "duality" or "division" and therefor is linked to Adam-Eve of two
genders, like male and female. It is further separated into two parts like the
Old & New Testaments. Then there are the opposing forces of good and
evil, right and wrong and ultimately Life versus Death. These concepts will
only be understood when Beth is connected with Aleph (God the Creator).
Number 3 = Gimel () ג
Gimel means "camel." As a concept it indicates the physical (animal) side
of man. Its numerical value is three (3). This is another prime number that
cannot be divided. Gimel expresses important ideas, thoughts or things. It
is graphically represented by a triangle. The Jewish star is comprised of two
interlaced triangles. The triangle pointing up means "perfect manifestation
on the physical side of man"; the triangle pointing down indicates the
"perfect manifestation of the spiritual", like the Jod dimension.
Gimel also stands for "divine completeness or perfection." Expressing God
in a letter (Aleph) will show His visible attributes in three aspects proven in
the Time dimension by a Trinity of GodFather, GodSon and GodSpirit.
Number 4 = Daleth ( ) ד
Daleth means "door." It has a mathematical value of four (4).
The house (Beth) has a door (Daleth) by which you can go out or come in.
The door can be closed or open. If the door is open, we can see into
another world. God designed us to live with the door open, which means
that we will experience strife in our lives, rather than closing the door to
avoid conflict.
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In the Daleth dimension most people will live in a world of warfare and
conflict, both within us and fighting deceases and pain in nature. It will
symbolize a world of opposition between good and evil, justice and
injustice to experience ultimately life and death. Hence a Daleth - 4 dimension represents "this world in this time." It covers the physical side of
our world, which exists only in a Time dimension. There are many
examples of this four- dimension concept:
• Four directions (north, south, east, west)
• Four elements (earth, air, fire, water)
• Four kingdoms (animal, vegetable, mineral, spiritual)
• Four seasons (spring, summer, autumn, winter)
• Four DNA genomes (A, G, T, C)
• Four gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke, John) and many more.
Number 5 = Heh ( ) ה
The fifth letter is Heh, which means "window." Its numerical value is five (5).
Through the window, the world comes into the house, just as it does by
the door, but on a higher level. Light comes in through the window, and
you can see what is outside. If you shut the window, your soul will become
dark; you will lose hope. You will become ignorant and evil. There is no
tomorrow for you, and your soul will slowly die.
Heh also means "the other side." This can refer to Heaven, the spiritual
world, the immortal side of man or angels and other spiritual beings.
Another meaning for Heh is "grace." In (Hebrews 10:29) the Holy Spirit is
called "the Spirit of grace."(Isaiah 9:6) uses five names for Jesus the Christ:
(1)
Wonderful,
(2)
Counselor,
(3)
Mighty God,
(4)
The Everlasting Father,
(5)
The Prince of Peace.
Number 6 = Waw ( ) ו
Waw means "hook." Its numerical value is six (6). Waw connects one
thing with another. (Please see the video on Page 6)
God made the earth in six days and connected man to the seventh day.
The time before creation was then joined (connected) with man after
creation. A supplementary meaning of Waw is "man in his sinful nature,"
which denotes Satan's influence over man. (Ephesians 6:10-12)
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in the strength of His power. Put on the
whole armor of God, so that you may be able to stand against the wiles of
the devil. For our struggle is not against enemies of blood and flesh, but
against the rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers of this
present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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The above passage describes six manifestations of Satan's influence over
mortal mankind: 1) "the devil's schemes", 2) "flesh and blood", 3) "rulers",
4) "authorities", 5) "powers of this dark world", 6) "spiritual forces of evil."
It also contains three admonitions: 7) "be strong", 8) "put on", and 9) "take
your stand". Like when you add (Gimel =3) “important ideas" to (Waw = 6),
"man in his sinful nature", you get (Teth = 9) "New Life".
Number 7 = Zayin ( ) ז
Zayin means "sword/strife" or "completeness/ perfection."
The meaning that applies to any given context depends on whether we
are viewing events on earth or in Heaven. The numeric value of Zayin is
seven (7). The number forty-nine (7 x 7) represents a double portion of
trials, tribulations, struggles, or weapons (if we are looking at earthly
things). The seventh tribe of Israel, Gad, was the first to engage the enemy
to enter the Promised Land.
When examining the eternal dimension, Zayin means "divine perfection
or completeness". It refers to something that is absolute or set aside. The
book of Revelation describes seven candlesticks, (7) churches, (7) spirits,
(7) stars, (7) trumpets, (7) bowls and (7) Thunders. Pearl # 242
An old Hebrew tradition says that we are now living in "the seventh day."
The six-day creation story repeats the phrase "And there was evening and
there was morning" six times. On the seventh day, however, this phrase is
omitted. The seventh is our present age, which is still in the making. Unlike
God’s rest, it is full of strife, swords, weapons, killing and conflict. Thus Jesus
told His disciples. “Peace I leave to you”. But peace in a Daleth world for
many is at war ignoring Jesus in their unbelief, consequently He said:
"Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth; I have not
come to bring peace, but a sword. For I have come to set a man against
his father, and a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law
against her mother-in-law; and one's foes will be members of one's own
household." (Matthew 10:34-36)

8 = Cheth ( ) ח
Cheth has a numerical value of eight (8). It means "fenced in," like in a
cage, "being surrounded" or "a new beginning". The difference depends
on whether we are looking at earthly or heavenly things. We can have a
new beginning if we direct our view into Heaven (5). But we will be
encircled by evil if we pursue earthly things. Eight people were saved from
the Flood (Noah, his wife, his three sons and their wives). These eight
people represented a new beginning for mankind after the world was
destroyed by water. The root number is still four Daleth- (4) meaning "this
world in this time". Four males & four females came from the old world
and progressing into Cheth (8), a new beginning on a higher level.
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9 = Teth ( ) ט
The ninth letter Teth is not actually a word, but more of a concept. It
indicates "New Life." Hebrew tradition says that Teth represents a woman
giving birth or a place where something new is brought forth. Like a notion
that something is hidden in the darkness which comes forth to the light
similar to seeds bursting from under the garden dirt.
Another meaning for Teth is "fruit" or "spirit." Paul mentioned nine fruits of
the Spirit in (Galatians 5:22-23): love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. There are nine gifts of
the Spirit (1Corinthians 12:8-10) and nine Beatitudes (Matthew 5:3-12).
10 = Jod ( ) י
Jod means "hand." It specifically symbolizes "the hand at rest" because
God has provided and prepared everything we need.
Jod (pronounced Yod) is like a new birth born out of Teth. New Life is
transformed and continues on to a higher level becoming Jod. Another
meaning of Jod is "law and responsibility". The cosmic laws of YHWH were
shortened for mortals by the Ten Commandments. Also there were ten
plagues in Egypt and linked to a tenth of tithe earnings. (Malachi 3:10)
Genesis contains the phrase "God said" ten times concerning His creation.
The first letter of God’s ancient Hebrew name is YHWH which is defined in
a Tetragrammaton as (Jod-Heh-Waw-Heh). The name of the Almighty is
consequently four Hebrew letters and will begin with a Jod dimension
recorded in (Gen. 1:1) Since God is “Eternal” it is not surprising that His
covenant name is described in (3) three reviews, the past, present & future
added with a concept “to be” by which all believers are named and grafted
into the Kingdom of God. (Eph. 2:12)
20 = Kaf ( ) כ
The higher level of Jod continues with the eleventh letter, Kaf, meaning
"holding or reaching hand," extended in an expression of purpose or
redemption. According to ancient Hebrew law, a person had to be twenty
(20) years old to become an adult citizen who was fully accountable to the
law. (Exodus 30:14; Numbers 26:2-4, 32:11) Kaf is not only connected to an
earthly existence of our bodies where redemption is possible, but will lead
us beyond to live without pain, tears and death promised by a Resurrection.
30 = Lamed ( ) ל
Lamed means "an ox-prodding stick." The ox is controlled when a
"holding hand" (Kaph) starts an activity, and Lamed (the stick) gets the ox
moving. Lamed guided the “bull” of first things (Aleph) that started the
world. The other meaning of Lamed is "dedication." It is connected with
the blood and life of the Messiah Yeshua; He started His public ministry at
the age of thirty (30) years. (Luke 3:23)
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Accordingly a man had to be thirty years old to fulfill the duties of a priest
or tabernacle, later a temple outlined in the Old Testament. (Numbers 4: 3)
Jesus was betrayed for thirty pieces of silver (Matthew 26:14) which was
prophesied centuries before the same event (Zechariah 11:12-13). The
curtain in the Jewish temple was thirty cubits long. It veiled the Holy of
Holies from the Holy Place where the priests performed daily rituals. The
High Priest entered the veiled Holy of Holies only one time each year – at
the Fast of Atonement (Leviticus 16). Yeshua is the High Priest for all peoples
similar to Melchizedek. At the time of His death the curtain in the Temple
was split in two which symbolized that His atoning sacrifice to provide his
new believers or allowing people direct access to God. (Isaiah 42:1-9)
40 = Mem ( ) מ
Mem is more than just a letter of the alphabet. It has a built-in word
structure similar to Majim, which means "water."
When applied to days, months or years, the number forty (40) does not
necessary mean an actual measurable amount of time. Rather, it conveys
something related to the time-life dimension like a “generation.” These
concepts can be compared to water, which is an indefinable expanse
without borders, a condition in which people could drown and die. Mem
also means that there is a purpose to the "trials," "testing" or "probation"
of life on this side. Israel spent forty years in the wilderness being tested by
God before they crossed over Jordan to inherit the Promised Land.
(Deuteronomy 8:2-5) Jesus was tempted by the devil for forty days. (Luke 4:1)
Forty days after His resurrection Yeshua ascended into Heaven. (Acts 1:3)
50 = Nun ( ) נ
Nun expresses man's individuality in the Daleth time dimension and will
indicate "Life with a purpose” on the other side after death.
In Moses' day the people of Israel were told to make a bronze snake and
lift it up on a pole. (Numbers 21:4-9) Whoever looked upon that snake was
saved from the poison and did not die. The image of the bronze serpent
not only symbolically reminded them of the original problem of sin, but it
will also assure them that God had provided a means of salvation and
restoration to live in the midst of a desert experience. As such, it is a
prophetic type of Yeshua-Jesus on the cross. (John 3:14; 12:32-34)
Joshua, the son of Nun (50), led the children of Israel through water (Mem
= 40) to the Promised Land (50 = 5x10, Heh = 5, "the other side"). Joshua is
a type of Jesus who will lead us into the eternal rest of the Kingdom of God.
(Hebrews 4:8-11) The Torah required Israel to celebrate a special year-long
holiday every fifty years called the Jubilee. All debts were forgiven on that
day as all property returned to the original owners and freed all slaves.
Money was reevaluated to its original worth to cut all political ties, even
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the High-priest was changed to another family. The number fifty (50) is
also connected to a modern Jerusalem (1968-2018) linked to Israel's future
return and restoration to the original land God gave them. Now many
Christians after the fiftieth day will celebrate a Pentecost holiday of
Yeshua’s resurrection commemorating the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
60 = Samech ( ) ס
Samech represents Satan and it also means nahash or "snake" because
Satan appeared as a serpent when he originally tempted mankind to sin.
Adam had been commanded by God to multiply and subdue the earth,
but was forbidden to eat from the tree of knowing good and evil. The
serpent convinced Adam and Eve to question this command. It seemed a
paradox that God would tell the first couple to be fruitful and populate the
earth, yet forbid them to eat the fruit that would give them the knowledge
they needed for survival of nature. So Adam & Eve used their own
judgment and based their decision on what seemed good to them at the
time. They chose Sin rather than depend on God's provision for Life.
At the moment when man took that first step of disobedience he began a
journey away from the Lord. Humanity still strives to be independent from
God, and thus we experience strife and difficulties in the midst of an evil
world governed by Satan. The first act of disobedience to God in the
Garden of Eden brought sin into the world. All of the descendants of Adam
and Eve now carry the disease of being sinful. We are compelled to ask,
“Why I am here on this planet? Where am I going? Will life ever make
sense?” Despite life's difficulties, we can still find God. He has made
provision for His children's salvation and restitution so we can return to a
state of conformity of his righteous and aligned with YHWH holy character.
Samech refers also to false religions Satan invented linked to idol worship.
The image of Nebuchadnezzar, which he erected and then commanded
to be worshiped, was sixty cubits high and six cubits wide. (Daniel 3:1)
70 = Ayin ( ) ע
Ayin means "eyes" or "spring." This letter, like Aleph, is silent and can only
be verbalized with vowels. The number seventy (70) is an expression of
"the sum total of this world." Ancient Hebrew tradition says that the earth
has (70) nations, (70) languages, (70) words of wisdom and (70) elders to
guide people. (Exodus 24; Numbers 11:16) This does not always represent a
literal number, but a connotation of something is complete.
The inner eye sees the world in its proper place. When we understand a
problem, we often say "I see," meaning that we understand what is
hidden. The blueprint of God's plan for this earth is understood with the
eyes of Ayin.
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The second meaning of Ayin refers to spring water that comes out of a
mountain. This refreshing life-giving water, which comes from hidden
places, can sustain us on our lifelong journey on earth. (John 4:4-42)
Seventy (70) is also the number of God's punishment for Israel because of
their disobedience. Many Bible stories are connected with Ayin (70). For
seventy years Judah lived in exile before they were restored (Jeremiah 25:11;
29:10). The prophet (Daniel 9:24) prophesied that seventy (70) weeks would
be allowed to put an end to sin. Israel's final restoration will be seventy
years long (1948-2018).
Yeshua-Jesus appointed seventy disciples to go out in His name and
preach the good news. (Luke 10) In Matthew 18:21-22 Jesus said to forgive
those who sin against you seventy times seven (490 times).
80 = Peh ( ) פ
Peh means "mouth." With the mouth, one can talk, question and
communicate with God and other people. We can also feed our physical
bodies and preach the gospel or start wars linked to Good and Evil.
After the encounter with the serpent Adam's eyes were opened, and he
saw that he was naked. When he hid from God, God asked, "Ajakah?"
(Where are you?). God knew where Adam was hiding, but He wanted
Adam to communicate with Him, to express his inner thoughts and
answer back with his mouth (Peh). See (Genesis 3:9-19.)
When the first couple lost this paradise, an uncertain future awaited them.
Adam and Eve in the Garden Eden could have asked God, why where we
fenced in from a hazardous environment and the processes of life &
death? Thus their experience typifies the universal human condition of
unhappy and unsettled lives to live now in turmoil. Hence each of us will
ask God the same question with his or her mouth, "Why do I face so many
troubles in my Life being subject to Evil and the laws of unforgiving nature?"
90 = Tzadi ( ) צ
Tzadi means "fishhook." To understand the many life mysteries is like
analogue to get a wild fish from water onto dry land, you need a hook.
We live in the time dimension (Mem = "water"), but someone with a hook
(Tzadi) pulls us out as soon as the mouth (Peh) has spoken. The gospel of
Jesus Christ is like a (Tzadi ="fishhook"). It is explained by repenting and
confession of sin with the mouth (Peh) by those who believe the good
NEWS of the Gospel. In this way eternal life is received by faith.
People were spiritually designed to live forever being created in the image
of God, but because of Sin, we must take a detour. Similarly, the Israelites
did not enter the Promised Land directly from their deliverance out of the
Egyptian bondage. Instead they wandered for a total of 40 years in the
deserts between Egypt and the Promised Land. Most of the adults died on
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the journey; the new generation survived to enter the land they longed
for. Yeshua-Jesus chose fishermen as His disciples; hence men who would
"fish" for people could add to the Kingdom of God.
100 = Kof ( ) ק
Kof means "eye of a needle." Jesus used an illustration of a camel going
through the eye of a needle.
Jesus said to them again, "Children, how hard it is to enter the
kingdom of God! It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of
a needle than for someone who is rich to enter the kingdom of
God." They were greatly astounded and said to one another,
"Then who can be saved?" Jesus looked at them and said, "For
mortals it is impossible, but not for God; for God all things are
possible." (Mark 10:24-27)

It is just as impossible for sinful man to go through to the other side
(Heaven) as for a camel to go through the eye of a needle. Jesus said that
He alone can make this happen.
Abraham was promised a son when he was one hundred (100) years of
age, and his wife Sarah was eighty years old. God told him that from the
two of them would be born descendants as numerous as the stars in the
heavens including royalty and the Redeemer. This seemed an impossible
proposition, but the Lord assured Abraham that nothing is impossible with
Him. Abraham believed, but Sarah laughed. She knew her body was
wilted. When in the due course of time Sarah gave birth to this promised
child, Abraham named the boy Isaac, which means "laughter."
Kof also means "children of promise" and "God's election of grace."
(Galatians 4:28 and Romans 9:7-8) stated that believers in Yeshua-Jesus are
"children of promise."
The number 100 can be expressed in the Hebrew system as one (1) in
three dimensions or domains. The domains could represent, for example,
Heaven, earth and under the earth with God as the head (1 = Aleph) over
all. One hundred is also written as one (1) with two zeros. Zero (0)
represents a circle. The circle indicates something infinite, with no
beginning or end. The number one hundred (100) could represent
someone (1) Alpha being inside or outside a circle (0). Yeshua-Jesus
illustrates this in a story about one hundred sheep:
What do you think? If a shepherd has a hundred sheep, and one of them
has gone astray, does he not leave the ninety-nine on the mountains and
go in search of the one that went astray? And if he finds it, truly I tell you,
he rejoices over it more than over the ninety-nine that never went astray.
So it is not the will of your Father in Heaven that one of these little ones
should be lost. (Matthew 18:12-14)
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200 = Resh ( ) ר
Resh means an "emerging head."
The head comes out first during birth. Aleph is the head of the bull, but
Resh is the head of man. It has a mouth and can talk to God, so Resh can
also mean the brain where all bodily functions are anchored and
connected.
Another meaning of Resh is "insufficiency" suggesting that something is
"not enough." Human beings born in sin are insufficient to live in another
dimension. We need something added from outside like a Gift of eternal
Life to make us "good enough" to enter Heaven via the Jod dimension.
When Yeshua-Jesus asked the disciples to feed the five thousand men
(plus women and children) who had followed them to the far shore of the
Sea of Galilee, Philip answered Him, "Two hundred denarii worth of bread
is not sufficient for them, for everyone to receive a little." (John 6:7) Even
two hundred denarii (200) would not have been enough to feed the
multitude. Only Jesus the Christ is sufficient to meet all our needs.
300 = Shin ( ) ש
Shin means "tooth" and refers to eating (achol).
Teeth are required for eating so they are involved in the process of life and
death. When food is crushed by the teeth in its components like fruits,
vegetables or meats, it loses their individual identities. In a philosophically
similar way, when specific experiences of our past is mixed together, we
will begin to see the meaning and purpose for our lives which can be
expressed as a sense of general wellbeing.
All the senses (taste, smell, touch, and even sound) are involved in eating
or to judge if the food is palatable. Shin is connected with the head and is
coupled with what makes sense in this life.
400 = Tav ( ) ת
The last letter of the Hebrew alphabet is Tav, which means a "cross" or a
"sign." It encompasses the outer region of existence of the material world.
Tav can also mean "eternity." The number four hundred (400) can be
broken down to 100 x 4. God in three dimensions or domains (100) is in
control of "this world in this time" (4).
Combining Numbers
All numbers besides these twenty-two are written as combinations of the
above numbers. For example, "teen" numbers (12, 13, etc.) do not exist in
the Hebrew numbering system. They are expressed as 10 + 1, 10 + 2, 10 + 3,
etc. Adding ten (Jod) to another number brings the meaning of that
number up to a higher level.
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The Hebrew alphabet is composed of twenty-two letters. The last book of
the Bible (Revelation) has twenty-two chapters. Combining (Kaf) = twenty
which means "holding or reaching hand" or "redemption") with two
(Beth) which means "house") we get twenty-two (22) which represents
"an active hand with purpose in my house."
The number twenty-two (22) can also mean "banned or exiled to another
world." Jacob was separated from Isaac for twenty-two years. Joseph was
separated from his father for twenty-two years.
A large number may be expressed by multiplying a base number by itself.
For example, forty-nine (49) could be expressed as 7 x 7. Seven (Zayin)
means "strife/sword"; therefore, 49 (seven squared) indicates seven times
more trouble than seven.
To decide whether the proper meaning of a number in a particular
instance can be determined by adding or multiplying other component
numbers, we must examine the biblical contexts and compare several
Bible verses that use that number. If many references indicate the same
or similar meanings, we can be reasonably assured that a true
interpretation has been established. (Please see the video on Page 9.)
The Creator YHWH in Everything
A thorough study of the Hebrew Alphabet Number System reveals that
God has imbedded His complete plan for humankind in it.
1 = Aleph: "I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last."(Rev. 22:13)
2 = Beth: “I am in the Father and the Father is in me." (John 14:10)
3 = Gimel: GodFather, GodSon, and GodSpirit (Matthew 28:19)
4 = Daleth: "And the Word became flesh." (John 1:14)
5 = Heh: Yeshua-Jesus rose from death. (Luke 24:7 and Mark 16:6)
We could continue through the whole alphabet and still not fully capture
the meaning of an infinite God. He is hidden in every level of human
speech and thoughts that are expressed in numbers and letters yet we
could never fully define Him with mere symbols like the Hebrew Alphabet.
The Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) helped me to understand
and date the Apocalypse. Whenever you read prophecy in the Torah-Bible
just remember these numbers could be helpful to encode meanings of
some mystery Truth. Because original calendars do not exist to date the
WRATH of YHWH, perhaps could overlay it with HANS to find the date
when a foretold Kingdom of Yeshua will surely arrive. The Plan for
Mankind prophesied that Evil is eliminated and a future population will be
educated in divine Laws to once more restore nature to the original Daleth
earth. Again estimated after 1 Tishri 5782 (September 2021, or 2022)?
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